INSTALLATION & OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
MARINE ENGINE FLUSHING AND CORROSION
CONTROL SYSTEMS
“The Best Marine Engine Flushing Systems
In The WORLD!!”
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WARRANTY
SuperFlush Systems, LLC. Warrants your new SuperFlush Marine Engine Flushing System to the original purchaser for two years from the date of purchase, on the
boat on which it is installed.
There is no expressed or implied warranty on the installation. If your SuperFlush System fails due to parts failure,
defect or poor workmanship during the warranty period,
return it and SFS, LLC will send you a replacement unit
at no charge. You must send in your completed warranty
registration card providing the boat and engine identification data requested within 30 days of product purchase to
receive the 2 year warranty. Products with no warranty
registration only carry a 1 (one) year warranty from date
of purchase. The SuperFlush Systems warranty does not
cover fittings, hangers, hoses or other system components, which may be required at the time of replacement.
There is no other express warranty and this warranty supersedes all other warranties.
SuperFlush Systems, LLC., or any retailer or representative thereof shall not be liable for incidental, consequential, or special damages arising out of or in connection
with product use or performance except as might otherwise be accorded by law (which varies from state to
state). If your SuperFlush requires service under the
terms of this warranty, send your unit and this warranty
certificate to the address shown below. This warranty
gives specific legal rights. You may also have other
rights, which vary from state to state.
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Installation Instructions for
Honda 50 HP
4 Cycle Outboard Engine
1. Locate connection point # 1. This a 3/8”
rubber hose running from the bottom
right (facing the engine from the rear in
photo to the right) of the engine.
2. Cut the hose, approximately in the middle.
3. Install the 3/8” Tee (shown at bottom)
with the 3/8” hose barb pointed up.
Clamp securely.
4. Locate connection point # 2.
5. This is the thermostat cover as shown in
the second photo. It is located under
the plastic cover behind the flywheel.
6. Remove the thermostat cover and replace with the adapter provided.
7. Route flush line from mini-guardian to
injector # 1 (reducer barb) on the tee fitting and cut hose to length. Install hose
clamps provided and tighten securely.
8. Route flush line from mini-guardian to
thermostat cover adapter and cut hose to
length. Install hose clamps provided and
tighten securely.
9. Follow instructions provided on mounting
mini
Guardian
unit in lower cowling
Series
200
(pan).

About the System

The Super Flush permanently mounted flushing system backflushes from top to bottom with the engines off. The operator
connects dockside water to a hose connection access panel
installed on the boat. The flushing operation takes approximately
four minutes to fully cycle the entire engine water system. All
SFS products use Smart Technology designed to limit inlet water
pressure. Turn the water fully on for maximum flow.
PRECAUTIONS!
1. SuperFlush Systems should only be installed on the
recommended engine system that it is designed.
2. Flush the engine for approximately four minutes.
3. Be sure to disconnect the SF system before leaving the boat.
4. When flushing the engine with the boat in the water, make
sure that the sea conditions are calm (less than one and a
half feet of chop).
5. It is best not to run the engines while the system is in use,
as doing so defeats the benefits of the BackFlush
technology.
Notes:
Engines may be run briefly (5-10 seconds), for engine
mechanical test purposes. Do not exceed 1100 R.P.M.
Be alert to engine temperature changes.

Supplemental Instructions for the MST Guardian Mini
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Go to http://www.superflushsystems.com.
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Installation Instructions for
Honda 90, & 115
4 Cycle Outboard Engine

Parts List
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1/2Hb x 3/8 Npt 90
1/2x3/8 Reducer Brass
3/8" Nylon Tees
1/2 x 260 Teflon Tape
11" Zip Ties
7/16 x 1 1/2 clamps
10X3/4 ss screw
3/8X1/8 Straight Brass
1/8 "Brass Elbow @ 2
1/8" Barstock Tee
City water Flange/Inlet
3/8" blue hose

Nylon
Brass
Nylon
Teflon
Black Plastic
Ssteel
Ssteel
Brass
Brass
Brass
White poly
Blue Hose

PART NUMBER QUANTITY
33043W
28-185
33429W
982107
9631-03
2366-02
B-638
32-011
28-156
28-024
160-85-A-26
K1156-06 X 500

1
1
2
1
10
10
3
2
2
1
1
6

Tools Required
1. Pair of Dykes or Razor Knife
2. Eight Inch Philips Head Screwdriver
3. Two Inch #2 Flat Head Screwdriver
4. Eight Inch #2 Flat Head Screwdriver
5. S.A.E. Socket and Wrench Set
6. 1/2 Inch Power Drill
7. 1/8 Inch Drill Bit
8. 1 1/8 Inch Hole Saw for Single Inlet
9. Jig Saw with Wood Blade for the Multi Kit
10. Small Supply of Gojo Hand Cleaner.
11. Pencil
12. Tape Measure
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1. Locate connection point #1. This a 1/2”
rubber hose running from the top to the
bottom of the cylinder head, as shown in
photo to the right.
2. Cut the hose, approximately in the middle.
3. Install the 1/2” to 3/8” reducer (shown at
bottom) with the 3/8” hose barb pointed
down.
4. Locate connection point #2. This a 1”
rubber hose running from the bottom of
the thermostat housing, as shown in
photo to the right.
5. Cut the hose, approximately in the middle, removing a 1” section of hose.
6. Install a hose tee fitting (shown at the
bottom, with the hose barb pointed aft.
7. Route flush line from mini-guardian to
injector # 1 (reducer barb) on the tee fitting and cut hose to length. Install hose
clamps provided and tighten securely.
8. Route flush line from mini-guardian
Series 200 to
hose barb (injector # 2) on the tee fitting
and cut hose to length. Install hose
clamps provided and tighten securely.
9. Follow instructions provided on mounting
mini
Guardian
Series
200 unit in lower cowling
(pan).
NOTE: Disregard the bottom half of the hose
which you cut to install injector #1. You will
no longer be able to use the factory flush
port.

T-Fitting

Connection Point #1

Connection Point #2

Honda 90, 115 & 130 H.P. 4 cycle
power head hose tee connection
point locations
Your installation should be very similar
to the one shown in the photo to the
left.
The Mini Guardian unit can be
mounted in any position, upright or
Horizontal.
The Guardians superior flushing technology will keep your engine running
and performing at its peak for years to
come.

1/2” to 3/8”
reducer
Supplemental Instructions for the MST Guardian Mini
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C.9. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines

Installation Overview

Force 3, 4 & 5 Cylinder

Although it is recommended that this system be installed by a
professional, most do-it-yourselfers should be able to install the
system.
If your particular outboard is not shown please call SFS Technical
Assistance at 866-767-6263

Referring to the illustration, (a rear view of
the powerhead)
1. Locate connection # 1 this is a nylon
plug in the head itself. Remove this
factory plug.
2. Install injector #1a (1/8” brass elbow) in
its place and tighten securely.
3. Install part 1b (hose barb) into part 1a
as shown tighten securely.

IMPORTANT!
1. Do not begin installation of the system until you have
thoroughly read through this manual.
2. Make sure that you have the necessary tools to complete the
project before starting, including all of the parts listed on the
previous page.
3. If unit adjustment in clamp is necessary, grasp body of unit.
Do not adjust unit by grabbing attached hoses on either end
of unit, as this exerts unnecessary pressure on fittings.
For safety, please disconnect battery or turn battery switch to the
‘Off’ position.

NOTE: Be sure that the threads of injectors
part 1a & 1b are wrapped with Teflon
tape.
4. Route one of the outlet flush-lines to this
injector and clamp securely.
5. Remove the thermostat cover (refer to
illustration # ) and discard. Clean up
spring and interior of the housing and
prep to install new thermostat cover
provided.
6. Install Guardian part # 316 (replacement
thermostat cover) as provided with installation kit.
7. Route the flush lines to the injectors and
secure with clamps as provided.

The Installation Consists of a Four Step
Process
A.
B.
C.
D.

Thermostat Cover to
Remove.

Installation of the Access Panel
Installation of the SFS Unit
Installation of the Injectors
Installation of the Flush Lines

Guardian part #
316
PAGE 18
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C.8. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines

II. INSTALLING THE SYSTEM

Suzuki 2, 3, & 4 Cylinder

A. Installing the Fresh Water Hose Connection Access Panel
1. Referring to the illustration, (a rear view of the
powerhead)
2. Locate connection # 1 this is a brass plug in the
head itself. Remove this factory plug.
3. Install injector #1a (1/8” elbow) in its place and
tighten securely.
4. Install part 1b (hose barb) into part 1a as shown
tighten securely.
5. Route one of the outlet flush-lines to this injector
and clamp securely.

1. The hose connection access
panel can be mounted on any
aft surface including outside of
the hull.
Notes:
1) A good place is the area
above the rub rail in front of or
behind the blower cowling.
This provides access to the unit
while the boat is on a lift or
trailer without having to reenter
the boat.
2) Make sure the location
selected is within the length of
hose provided to reach the
valve unit which will usually be
mounted on the engine.
3) Prior to drilling, make sure
that there is nothing behind the
location you have chosen and
verify that there is direct access
to the engine compartment.
4) Do not attempt to integrate
the system with any other fitting
on the boat. A dedicated
access panel is required for
engine flushing purposes.

Extruded Panel comes standard with
each single engine kit. For installation,
you will need a 1 1/4 inch hole saw.

NOTE: Be sure that the threads of injectors part
1a & 1b are wrapped with Teflon tape.

INJECTOR
# 1b

INJECTOR
# 1a

6. Locate connection # 2, this is the water discharge

line.
7. Cut this line in a convenient location and
8. Install 3/8” tee fitting shown below.
9. Route the remaining outlet flush-line to this tee
fitting and clamp securely.
10. Route the inlet flush-line from mini-flush valve to
access panel and clamp securely.

The aft area of the boat makes an excellent location for the installation of the fresh water hose
connection access panel. The above picture
shows possible locations for the placement of
the panel.

3/8” Tee Fitting

PAGE 17
18

PAGE 4

6
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C.7. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines

1. To install the single inlet fitting,
simply place drill in desired
location and drill one, 1/8” hole.
2. Insert access panel and mark
holes for other screws.
3. Remove panel and drill three
1/8” holes.
4. Insert hose onto hose barb and
clamp hose to the hose barb on
the access panel and secure access panel with S.S. Screws
provided.
5. Route the inlet line connected to
access panel down to the
engine.

Suzuki V-6

1. Locate connection point #1.
This a 1” rubber hose running from the top to the bottom of the cylinder head, as
shown in photo to the right.
2. Cut the hose, approximately
in the middle, removing a 1”
section of hose.
3. Install tee fitting (shown in
photo below), with the hose
barb pointed down.

Notes:
1) The line should be routed
along the edges of the
compartment so as not to
obstruct any future work on
other systems.
2) If necessary, you may secure
the hose line to existing wire
harness by wire ties to facilitate
a clean installation.

4. Locate connection point #2.
This a 1” rubber hose running from the top to the bottom of the cylinder head, as
shown in photo to the right.
5. Cut the hose, approximately in the middle, removing a 1” section of hose.
6. Install tee fitting (shown below), with the hose barb
pointed down.
series
7. Route flush lines from Miniguardian
to tee fittings and
200
cut hose to length. Install
hose clamps provided and
tighten securely.
series
8. Route flush line from miniguardian
to injector # 2 and
200
cut hose to length. Install
hose clamps provided and
tighten securely.

Stainless Steel Clamp

Flush-Line
Running
to Guardian
Unit
Flush line
to Series
200

Note: Be sure to consider
the length of the inlet line
(the single hose connector at the end of the unit)
when selecting a location
to mount the panel.

Tee Fitting
PAGE 16
Page 5
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C.6. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines
Johnson/Evinrude 2 & 3 Cylinder
! "

#
1. Referring to illustration # 1, a side
view of the power head, locate
connection #1. This is a fitting in
the block, behind the flywheel. This
fitting has a rubber hose jutting
from it.
2. Remove the hose from the fitting.
3. Remove the fitting.
4. Install injector #1 in its place.
5. Install hose barb in injector #1 as
shown in right photo.
6. Route outlet flush-line hose to this
injector and clamp with a stainless
steel clamp provided.

Illustration # 1

Refer to Illustration # 2 for steps 7-10
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7. Locate connection plug #2. This
is a plug in the head as shown to
the right.
8. Remove this plug and install injector # 2 in its place.
9. Install hose barb and tighten securely.
10. Route remaining outlet hose
flush-line to hose barb and
clamp securely with a stainless
steel clamp provided.

(('
(

Illustration # 2
PAGE 15
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Evinrude/Johnson
Ficht injected V-6/V-4

1. Follow mounting instructions for installing Series 200
and Access panel.
2. Facing the engine from the rear, on the right side, identify water cooling line for Ficht controller and cut as
shown.
3. Insert 3/8” tee into line and route blue 3/8” hose from
guardian unit to tee. Clamp securely.
4. On the opposite side of the engine (left) locate the second injection point. It a black hose. Cut and insert a second 3/8” tee into line and route to second discharge port
on SFS 200.
5. Clamp all lines securely using clamps provided. Test for
leaks.

28

Optional Mounting: Transom Area
Series 200 unit was designed to be installed under the cowling, if you deThough the Mini-Flush
sire it can be mounted in any location.

You
also
mount
the Guardian
unit in
Youmay
may
also
mount
the Series
the transom or gunnel areas as shown by
200
on
the
transom
areas.
red arrrows.

Page 7
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Installing Lower Engine Cowling S-fitting OPTION
1. Locate parts shown in top photo
at right and prepare to install
lower cowling S-fitting for inlet
hose.
2. Locate rubber grommet. With a
razor blade, carefully cut the
grommet in half and shave off
excess rubber so that the grommet is flat as shown in photo 2.
Each half will fit against the lower
cowling over the 1/2” black poly
nipple to provide a water tight
seal.
3. With a 7/8” hole saw, cut a hole
in the lower engine cowling and
install hardware in photo 1. Assembly should be as shown in
photo 2 at right.
4. Connect 1/2” blue hose inside
cowling (photo 3 below) and
route to the inlet hose barb of the
S 200. Secure with stainless
steel clamps.

1

2

3

Early and current model Johnson and Evinrude Cross flow style outboard motors do not incorporate engine block access points.
To install the Guardian
System,
Series 200
unit it is necessary to drill and tap the waSFS install kit JEV-46.
ter jacket covers as shown using MST
You will need a 3/8” power drill and common hand tools for this operation.

1. Facing the rear of the engine, locate the middle cylinder.
2. In the location indicated by the red
arrow, using the drill provided, drill
hole as shown. Use caution.
3. Using the tap provided, tap threads
into water jacket cover, being careful not to bottom out the tap.
4. Clean aluminum shavings from
area.
5. Insert 1/4” NPT elbow into threads
using 3 winds of Teflon tape provided.
6. Insert 1/4” NPT hose nipple into elbow, using Teflon tape.
7. Repeat procedure on opposite side
head.
Series 200 installation
8. Follow Mini-Guardian
instructions.

4

5

10
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Installing the 200 system on
Marine air conditioners

!
Early and current model Johnson and Evinrude Cross flow style outboard motors do not incorporate engine block access points.
To install the Guardian
Series 200 System, it is necessary to drill and tap the water jacket covers as shown using MST
SFS install kit JEV-46.
You will need a 3/8” power drill and common hand tools for this operation.

1. Facing the rear of the engine, locate the top cylinder.
2. In the location indicated by the red
arrow, using the drill provided, drill
hole in CENTER of pocket. Use
caution.
3. Using the tap provided, tap threads
into water jacket cover, being careful not to bottom out the tap.
4. Clean aluminum shavings from
area.
5. Insert 1/4” NPT elbow into threads
using 3 winds of Teflon tape provided.
6. Insert 1/4” NPT hose nipple into elbow, using Teflon tape.
7. Repeat procedure on opposite side
head.
Series 200
8. Follow Mini-Guardian
installation
instructions.

Referring to above drawing:
1. Mount unit on or near Marine Air Conditioning system, making sure that the mounting screws or bolts
do not interfere with any internal components.
2. Install Injector 1 on exit side of raw water discharge
from Marine Air System. Clamp securely with
clamps provided. Route 3/8” hose from Flush system to injector 1 and clamp securely.
3. Install Injector 2 on intake side of raw water inlet to
Marine Air System. Clamp securely with clamps
provided. Route 3/8” hose from Flush system to
injector 2 and clamp securely.
4. Find location for access panel. Install hose from
access panel to Flush System and clamp securely.
5. Test system for leaks.
If you encounter any problems or have questions,
please call Technical Support.

26
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Installing the Series 200 On a 4 Cylinder inboard w closed cooling

C.6. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines
Johnson/Evinrude 1986-1990 150, 175,200, & 225 Lost Foam Process
Engines
1. Referring to illustration # 1, a rear
view of the power head, locate
connection #1. This is a 3/8” rubber
hose .
2. Cut hose as indicated, and install
3/8” tee.
3. Clamp securely.
4. Route outlet flush-line hose to this
injector and clamp with a stainless
steel clamp provided.

Illustration # 1

Refer to Illustration # 2 for steps 7-10

1. Insert injector into drain plug location as indicated (first remove drain plug).
2. Insert appropriate sized “tee” fitting into inlet hose on heat
exchanger and clamp securely.
2. Connect a discharge line from system to each location.
3. Clamp Securely.
4. Test for leaks.

7. Locate connection #2. This is
one of two hoses as shown.
8. Insert 3/8” tee and clamp.
9. Route remaining outlet hose
flush-line to hose barb and
clamp securely with a stainless
steel clamp provided.

Illustration # 2
PAGE 15
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C.5. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines
Johnson/Evinrude V-6/V-4

Injector # 1 & 2

Installing Injector #1
Injector location # 1`is
a 1/8”NPT brass engine
block drain plug indicated. Remove and install injector # 1 here.

1. Referring to the illustration below,

(rear view of the powerhead).
2. Identify connection #1, this is a
1/8” npt brass plug located in the
block itself, approximately halfway down the right outside cylinder head, remove the plug and
replace with injector #1 as shown
in photo to right.
Note: Making sure the hose barb
is pointed down as shown in the
illustration.

Installing the Series 200 On a
4- Cylinder inboard w raw cooling

REAR OF POWERHEAD

3. After cutting hose to proper
length, route one end of outlet
hose flush-line to this injector
and clamp with a stainless steel
clamp provided.
Note: Lubricating hose will ease
this procedure.

Installing the Series 200
On a 4 Cylinder inboard w raw
INSTALLING INJECTOR # 2

Locate connection # 2 under and
towards the rear of the exhaust
manifold. It is a 1/8” NPT brass
plug screwed into a 1/4” to 1/8” pipe
bushing. Remove the plug and
install the injector
2
into
the
manifold, making
sure to use 3
winds of Teflon
tape to seal the
connection.
Tighten securely.
You
are
now
ready
to
install
the
under the
Series 200 lines. .

Injector #2 is
manifold

4. Locate connection #2. It is on the
opposite cylinder head. Repeat
items 2 and 3 above.

Water Pressure Gauge
Installation
If your engine is equipped with
a water pressure gauge, install
water pressure gauge adaptor
(included in kit), as shown in
photo to right
Page 14
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C.1. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines:
Yamaha V-6/V-4
1. Referring to the illustration to
the left , locate connection # 1
this is a plug located in the engine block just inside the
cylinder head.
2. Remove this plug and clean
area underneath thoroughly.
3. Install injector # 1 in its place.
NOTE: Do not overtighten. this
injector does not need Teflon
tape or any other means of
sealing than the O-ring on the
injector itself.
INJECTOR LOCATION
#1

Installation Instructions for
Mercury 50 Horsepower
4 Cycle Outboard Engine
1. Remove thermostat cover.
Drill and tap for 1/4” npt.
2. Using Teflon tape provided,
wrap 3/8” fitting and insert
into thermostat cover as
shown.

4. Route either of the outlet flushlines to this injector
5. Clamp with the S.S. clamps
provided
6. Referring to the illustration to
the left , locate connection # 2.
7. Repeat steps # 2 through # 5
above.
8. The injector on the right hand
side of the engine facing forward must be pointed aft to fit
under the cowling.
NOTE: A trial fit for the
cowling is recommended
before tightening the
injectors completely.

INJECTOR LOCATION
#2

8. Route the inlet flush-line from
the mini-flush
valve to the
S200
access panel and
9.Clamp securely.

3. Remove visible discharge
hose from fitting, and

NOTE: If your engine has
temperature and/or water
pressure gauges see photos
no next page.
PAGE 8
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32-012

32-041
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Installation Instructions for
Mercury 90-125
4 Cycle Outboard Engine
1. Locate connection point #1. This a 1/2”
rubber hose running from the top right
hand side (looking from rear) to the exhaust cover plate, as shown in photo to
the right.
2. Cut the hose, approximately in the middle.
3. Install the 1/2” ” Tee (shown with the
3/8” hose barb pointed down.
4. Locate connection point # 2. This a 19
mm plug directly below injector location
1.
5. Remove the plug and replace with the
brass fitting as shown in photo 2 below.
6. Route flush line from mini-guardian to
injector # 1 (reducer barb) on the tee fitting and cut hose to length. Install hose
clamps provided and tighten securely.
The Series 200 to
7. Route flush line from mini-guardian
hose barb (injector # 2) on the tee fitting
and cut hose to length. Install hose
clamps provided and tighten securely.
8. Follow instructions provided on mounting
mini
Guardian
The Series
200 unit in lower cowling
(pan).

Connection Point #1

INJECTOR MOUNTING LOCATIONS ON LATE MODEL YAMAHA V-4 OR V-6
ENGINE. OPTIONAL WATER TEMPERATURE HOOK UP SHOWN BELOW.

Connection Point #2

If your engine is equipped with temperature sender, install as in photo
above.
Supplemental Instructions for the MST Guardian Mini
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If your engine is equipped with water
pressure adapter, install as in photo
above.
Page 9
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YAMAHA 60, 70 & 90 HP OUTBOARDS
Injector routing

C.3. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines:
Mercury V-6 3.0 Liter
1. Referring to the illustration to
the left , locate connection # 1
this is a plug located in the engine block just inside the
cylinder head.
2. Remove this plug and clean
area underneath thoroughly.
3. Install injector # 1 in its place.
NOTE: Do not overtighten. this
injector does not need Teflon
tape or any other means of
sealing than the O-ring on the
injector itself.

INJECTOR LOCATION
#1

4. Route either of the outlet flushlines to this injector
5. Clamp with the S.S. clamps
provided
6. Referring to the illustration to
the lower left , locate
connection # 2.
7. Cut the hose and install the tfitting in line and clamp.
8. Route the remaining line from
the mini-Guardian
and clamp.
Series 200
9. Connect the inlet line to the
mini-Guardian
and clamp.
Series 200
NOTE: It may be desirable to
run the inlet line through the
pan of the cowling. If so, use
grommet supplied.

1. Locate connection point #1.
This a 3/8” npt plug located
on the back of the engine
in the location shown in figure 1. Remove.
2. Install adapter 1 using
Teflon tape.
3. Locate connection point
#2 as shown in figure 2.
4. Install 3/8” tee fitting
(adapter 2), with the hose
barb pointed up.
5.
Route
linesline
from
theMini5. Route
flush
from
S200 unit to the 90 deGuardian unit to 90 adapter
gree adapter (fitting # 1
fitting
(#1) and cut hose to
and cut hose to length.
length.
Installclamps
hose clamps
Install hose
proprovided
and
tighten
vided and
tighten
se-securely.
curely.
6. Route
flush
6.
Route
flushline
linefrom
fromMiniGuardian
to tee
fitting
S200 unitUnit
to tee
fitting
#
#22,and
andcut
cuthose
hose to
to length.
length.
Install
Installhose
hoseclamps
clampsproprovided
videdand
andtighten
tightensecurely.
securely.

Figure 1

Injector # 1

2

INJECTOR LOCATION
#2

Figure 2

PAGE 12

Injector # 2

Finished installation

16

Close up of
adapter
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YAMAHA 9.9 4 stroke OUTBOARDS
Injector routing

C.2. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines:
Mercury V-6 2.4 Liter
1. Referring to the illustration, (a
rear view of the powerhead)
2. Locate connection #1, this is a
large brass fitting (apx. 15/16)
located in the block itself, apx.
1” behind the flywheel. This
fitting has a rubber hose
coming from it.
3. Cut this hose apx. 2” from the
factory fitting and,
4. Install injector #1 (3/8” tee) in
this hose.
5. Route one of outlet flush-lines
to this injector and clamp with
S.S. clamps provided.

1. Referring to the illustration to
the left , locate connection point
# 1. This is a 1/4” hose.
2. Insert the t-fitting into the hose
and clamp.
3. Route either of the outlet flushlines to this injector
4. Clamp with the S.S. clamps
provided.

INJECTOR LOCATION
#1

Insert 3/8” tee in hose after
cutting it as described
above. Some lubricant will
ease this procedure.

6. Referring to the illustration to
the lower left , locate
connection point # 2.
7. Cut the hose and install the tfitting in line and clamp.
8. Route the remaining line from
Series 200
the mini-Guardian
and clamp.
9. Connect the inlet line to the
mini-Guardian
and clamp.
Series 200

6. Locate connection #2. This is
a rubber hose running from the
top of one head to the top of
the other (water transfer hose).
7. Cut this hose exactly in the
middle.
8. Install injector #2 into the
hose.
9. Route the remaining outlet
flush-line to this injector and.
10. Clamp with the S.S. clamps
provided.

NOTE: It may be desirable to
run the inlet line through the
pan of the cowling. If so, use
grommet supplied.

INJECTOR LOCATION
#2

3/8” Tee Fitting
PAGE 10
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C.4. Installing Injectors and Flush Lines:

Yamaha 225 h.p. 4 stroke outboard motor

Mercury 2, 3, & 4 Cylinder
1. Referring to photo at right, (a
rear view of the powerhead)
2. Locate connection # 1 this
is a brass plug in the head
itself. Remove this factory
plug
3. Install injector #1a (1/8”
elbow) in its place and
tighten securely.
4. Install part 1b (hose barb)
into part 1a as shown tighten
securely.

Plug 1

Plug 2

1. Referring to the illustration above , locate connection # 1 this is
a 14 mm plug plug located in the back of the engine block in the
lower middle of the engine..
2. Remove this plug and clean area underneath thoroughly.
3. Install injector # 1 from Yamaha kit bag.
NOTE: Do not over tighten this injector. Apply 4 winds of
Teflon tape and tighten to 40 inch/pounds. When installing
90 degree hose barb be sure to hold injector base with 3/4”
wrench to prevent over tightening. Failure to do say may
result in damage.
4. Route either of the outlet flush-lines to this injector
5. Clamp with the S.S. clamps provided
6. Referring to the illustration to the left , locate plug # 2.
7. Repeat steps # 2 through # 5 above.
8. Route the inlet flush-line from the S200 valve to the access
panel and
10.Clamp securely.
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NOTE: Be sure that the threads
of injectors part 1a & 1b are
wrapped with Teflon tape.
5. Route one of the outlet flushlines to this injector and
clamp securely.
6. Locate connection # 2 this is
the water discharge line.
7. Cut this line in a convenient
location .
8. Install 3/8” tee fitting)
9. Route the remaining outlet
flush-line to this injector and
clamp securely.
10. Route the inlet flush-line from
mini-flush
valve to access
S200
panel and clamp securely.

Injector assembly
1 ( 1a + 1b)

3/8” Tee Fitting
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